off from the ovum, in the first instance, must have been projected upwards from the boiling point of matter, forcing their ascent in proportion to the violence of the stroke by which they were propelled. Losing gradually their elasticity, or fluid heat, these atoms, in falling, must have described the shape of a heart, and all converged to the freezing point, which, we perceive, must be situated on the line of gravity of the ovum immediately underneath its apex, or coldest portion.
This lower part of the ovum answers to the bottom of a kettle, which is always comparatively cool, while its top is in a boiling state. If the line I have described be drawn from this freezing point through the centre of the ovum to the opposite extreme or boiling point of its surface, it will cut the poles of our sun, and form the line of Apsides, which is the spine or gravitating line of the fetus. This line extends to the extremities of the universal sphere, dividing the sun or heart into two cavities, similar to the structure of that of a human being. ln the line of gravitation are situated the powers of galvanism (or animal magnetism), and electricity; both of which belong to animal life, and result from gravitation or pressure. Galvanism is elicited from fluid or boiling atoms, electricity from solid ones. Electricity, at the freezing point, awakens the latent spark of life ; galvanism prescribes bounds to it; the central point on the line between these two forces of galvanism and electricity being our sun, the seat of life of the foetus; life being, by these two opposite forces, kept active. The matter which becomes electric by means of heat, it is well known, is thus made to diverge : this species of matter identifies itself with that thrown off at the South Pole (or positive point of the universe), and conducts electricity : the law of repulsion by which such matter is caused to diverge, is situated in the point of galvanism ; hence a spark is elicited and the matter diverges in the heart form.
The non-conductors, on the other hand, require frietion to produce electricity: such is the quality of matter in the negative or freezing point of the gravitating line, the North Pole of our universe, where is situated the force ot attraction, by which it is made to unite and become electric; but no visible spark is elicited, though one is certainly the result of such union." 22.
How simple was the transformation into a foetus, how clear all the subsequent changes! We take shame to ourselves for never having suspected them. Our author, it will be noticed, assumes nothing-. We are exhausted with the grandeur of these pages. We have done our duty. The readers of the Medico-Chirurgical Review, at least, will be saved, and all we ask is to order their booksellers in the New World to continue to take us in. Surely this is moderate and modest. An ordinary person migl'' suppose that the discoverer of the vital principle had either just escaped from a keeper, or was in immediate want of one. A base reward for a man who has shewn us that our real composition is malic acid and diamond, and has told us of a certain method of cheating1 Death and the Devil.
